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• Multi-system tokamak power balance 
• Python API with OpenModelica back-end 
• Open-source software 

Abstract: One of the largest hurdles for commercialisation of magnetic confinement fusion has 
historically been achieving net power – existing experiments require more electricity to keep the 
tokamak running than it could theoretically generate, and none have been equipped with thermal to 
electric conversion equipment. When designing a machine that intends to overcome this, there must 
be a cheap and robust way for the designer to estimate what the net power will be, preferably with 
the ability to perform parametric sweeps, without having to know the detailed design of each system. 

The work presented in this paper is an integrated time-dependent model, describing the power 
demands of the major tokamak components (magnets, cryogenics, heating and current drive, etc.), as 
well as the power generated. The physics are implemented in OpenModelica and make use of a Python 
API (Application Programming Interface) to collect inputs, run studies and record outputs. 
The model cannot be validated against real world data, since there is no operational tokamak in the 
world designed for electrical power generation. Therefore, the correctness of each submodule (i.e., 
the magnet model, the cryogenics model) has been validated either from first principles or via 
validation against data from JET (Joint European Torus) where possible. The model has been used 
extensively as part of the work on the UK’s Spherical Tokamak for Energy Production (STEP) and has 
informed decisions on the STEP concept. It is going to be publicly available on GitHub. 
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1 Introduction 
As is well known, the primary reason to develop nuclear fusion is the production of safe, clean and 
abundant electricity. One of the major challenges that lies before achieving this is that the supporting 
systems, such as magnets and heating and current drive, demand more power than what the plasma 
can produce, or the plant can extract. Significant work has been done in tokamak research facilities 
around the world over the last few decades to solve this [1, 2, 3], culminating in the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). For example, ITER is going to use more advanced plasma- 
facing components [4] and lower-loss superconducting magnets that can support higher magnetic 
field at the plasma centre for longer operation [5] than most older machines, as well as a multitude of 



other systems aimed at increasing the fusion power and decreasing the consumed power. However, 
the fact remains that no fusion experiment has exported electrical power to the grid, and while ITER 
will generate far more fusion energy than existing tokamak experiments (the record holder for 
tokamaks is JET from 2022 [3]), it will not be able to export electricity either. 

This poses an anticipated challenge for STEP – the UK’s Spherical Tokamak for Energy Production 
prototype power plant. Can a given tokamak design produce net power during steady-state 
operation? That question must be answered early on via a power balance model (PBM) relying only 
on a low fidelity design, meaning any sub-model used will be basic, dependent on high-level equations 
and simplified engineering. At the same time, the model must take into account all major systems and 
non-negligible interactions. This is not a trivial task, especially considering that no real system exists 
that can validate the operation of all models working together. Any power balance model is likely to 
be only good enough to provide a ‘ballpark’ value for the power consumption and generation – this 
may be considered acceptable when most of the plant is in an early concept design stage. 

One power balance model including the major parasitic loads – magnets, heating and current drive, 
cryogenics, waste heat, fuel cycle, vacuum pumping – and power generation, is presented in this 
paper. It has been used extensively in the early stages of the STEP design. The method of modelling 
for each system is presented and the validation is discussed briefly. It is assumed the tokamak in the 
model is in a deuterium-tritium plasma fuelling mode. 

 

2 Software Engineering 
 

 
Figure 1: Diagram displaying the flow of data in the power balance model from a software point of view. 

 
All models are built using OpenModelica – a free and open-source equation-based modelling 
language. Unlike standard programming languages such as C and Python, the execution of 
OpenModelica code is not sequential. This is because the language collects all lines at once and builds 
a system of equations which it then solves for each time step, rather than executing one line at a time. 



The benefit of using such a language is that it allows the user to easily define its own components or 
extend the ones already available using equations directly linking two or more variables without 
having to write functions to describe each physical relationship, thus simplifying the modelling 
process. Implementing multiphysics is also straightforward. OpenModelica uses object-oriented 
programming in the sense that components and system models can be defined then reused in a similar 
way that classes and class instances work in C and Python. It also comes at no cost, pre-packaged with 
a wide array of components and libraries (electrical, thermal, etc.). 

While OpenModelica is good for implementing and simulating the relationships between engineering 
phenomena, on its own it lacks the ability to handle automated inputs and data handling. Thankfully, 
it presents to the user a command line interface that can be interacted with via external code. Python 
was chosen as it is a highly capable, user-friendly language with a large amount of built-in and third- 
party functionality; it is also the language that the authors are most experienced in. A Python API was 
developed to communicate with the OpenModelica process and relay information to and from the 
user in a reliable manner. 

 

3 Physical Models 
The PBM system model is built as a tree. At the top is the overall tokamak model, which acts as a point 
of entry for simulation, instantiates all engineering models, and defines the interactions between 
them. Each distinct engineering model also instantiates its own sub-models in a similar fashion. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: A diagram displaying the flow of information in the OpenModelica part of the PBM. All inputs are grouped in one 

stream for simplicity. 
 

Using the generated power and each model’s consumed power, it can be determined how much 
electricity the plant may be able to produce. Any abnormal or problematic behaviour can be spotted 
by an experienced engineer by analysing the generated and consumed powers alongside the input 



parameters. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the flow of information in the OpenModelica part of the 
power balance model. 

A PBM simulation is transient and must be given a start and finish time. The plasma current timings 
can be roughly considered via specifying the start and end time of the flat-top operation. The PBM is 
primarily interested in the “steady-state” power balance of the plant during this flat-top operation. 

3.1 Magnets 
In the PBM, an electrical circuit is used to estimate the power use of a single magnet (Figure 3). An 
individual magnet can be represented as a combination of resistive, inductive and capacitive 
components. The capacitance may be ignored because one, its contribution is negligible compared to 
the inductance, and two, the calculation of capacitance is only possible in a more advanced design 
stage; it is also well-known that fusion coils are far more inductive than capacitive. In terms of 
resistance, if the coil is superconducting then it may be assumed that it has zero resistance [6] 
(implemented by not using a resistor, or using a near-zero resistance value for numerical stability); 
other parts of the magnet system, such as joints between parts of the magnet or between the magnet 
and feeder, may still contribute with a resistive load. Only the self-inductance is taken into account, 
although it is possible to extend the model with a full mutual inductance matrix if one is available. 
Hence, different magnets run in isolation from each other, but their power consumptions are put 
together to determine the total power consumption of the magnet system. A pre-determined current 
waveform per coil is the input, and absolute power in MVA is the output. 

Additional systems are considered – power supplies, feeders, joints. The power supply efficiency can 
be represented either as a fixed voltage drop, or more accurately – as a fixed efficiency value 𝛼𝛼 such 
at the total supplied power is equal to 𝑃𝑃/𝛼𝛼 where P is the useful power provided by the power supply. 
It may be possible to extend the model to use a variable efficiency value based on percentage load. 
Feeders are represented using a resistance component only, which is acceptable for short length 
cables for similar reason as the coils – the capacitive and inductive impedance are expected to be far 
lower than the resistance and are also not readily available at the early design stage. They may be 
easily used should the need arise. Joints are simply represented as a constant resistance in series with 
the coil. The losses from the power supplies and feeders occur at room temperature, thus they are 
passed to the environment and dealt with via the waste heat model; the losses from the joints and 
the coil itself occur at cryogenic temperature and are thus passed to the cryogenic system. 

During transient operation, superconductors experience AC loss due to the change of current 
(magnetic field) inside them [7]. This loss manifests itself in the form of heat, which can be 
considerable, but modelling its generation is not trivial. The PBM attempted to calculate rudimentary 
hysteresis losses in HTS tapes via non-numerical means, but it has not been possible to validate to a 
high standard; hence AC losses in superconductors are not calculated and will not be discussed in this 
paper. However, the expected neutronic radiation heating for each coil can be provided as an input. 



 
 

Figure 3: Circuit diagram showing the setup of the magnet model for a single magnet. 
 

3.2 Heating and Current Drive 
The heating and current drive (HCD) system calculates the electrical power drawn from the grid and 
the thermal power delivered to the plasma based on the various design parameters of the HCD system. 
The design parameters are crucial to accurately evaluate the efficiency of subsystems and more 
importantly the overall system efficiency, otherwise the model would run the default values. The HCD 
system library comprises of the Neutral Beam Injector (NBI) such as the Negative Ion Neutral Beam 
Injector (NINI); and the Radio Frequency (RF) plasma heating such as the Electron Cyclotron Resonance 
Heating (ECRH). It is possible to have a mix of different HCD systems in the PBM such as a mix of NBI, 
electron cyclotron resonant heating and electron Bernstein wave. 

A simple wall-plug efficiency value for the HCD may be used if the individual parameters are not 
known. 

3.3 Power Generation 
Power generation is a simplified model, approximating the performance of either a CO2 Brayton or 
Steam Rankine thermodynamic power cycle, in conjunction with a primary blanket coolant. The user 
then also sets the pressure ratio (for Brayton), system pressure, and finally outlet temperature T, 
which points the model towards the appropriate 4th order polynomial, that outputs an efficiency 𝜀𝜀 
based on the outlet temperature provided. This is then multiplied by the reactor thermal power and 
thus an estimate on the power generation is made. 

𝜀𝜀 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎4 + 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎3 − 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 − 𝑒𝑒 (1) 

The coefficients 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐 and 𝑑𝑑 are selected based on the type of power cycle and the values of the 
aforementioned system variables. Creation of the polynomials involves a lot of background modelling 
of the power cycles (external to the PBM), taking into consideration losses and pumping head, making 
assumptions and simplifications on the coolant loops and their interactions. The modelling was done 
from fundamentals, and the best fit curves generated for the selected criteria in the PBM. This 
approach made implementation and running of the PBM simpler. 



 
 

 

3.4 Detritiation 

Figure 4 – A flowchart representing the Power Generation model. 

This has been reduced to 4 key streams identified that require detritiation – blanket, power conversion 
cycle coolant, air-gas, and water. Assumptions have been made up front on applicable technologies 
and is not representative of the final design or technologies selected for the STEP programme. Each 
area scales based on the reactor thermal power. 

Further work could be performed to include various technologies and combinations, but the model is 
intended as a high-level overview and the technologies selected are deemed reasonable and 
potentially the ones that may represent the highest power loads, to be conservative. 

The majority of power requirements for the fuel cycle come from heating and pumping operations. 
These are calculated using the following fundamental calculations: 

• Heating: All heating is assumed electric, with no heat recovery or integration. This is calculated 
using the specific heat formula. 

• Gas Compression: Assumes isentropic compression. 

Given the large uncertainty in technologies, simplifications, flowrates and scaling applicability, a 
contingency factor is applied to all the detritiation power outputs. This is implemented via a constant 
that can be set by the user. 

3.4.1 Coolant Detritiation 
Due to the sheer number of coolants and configurations that may exist, this section only focuses on 
the blanket coolant. Furthermore, it assumes a solid breeder blanket configuration, except in the case 
of a molten coolant. Depending on the user input for the primary blanket coolant, the following 
detritiation options will be applied. 

• Water Coolant: Based on a Combined Electrolysis and Catalytic Exchange (CECE) model (see 
3.4.4 Water Detritiation) 

• Gas Coolant: Choice of either He or CO2. Technology modelled is a catalytic recombination 
and drier (see 3.4.2 Air Detritiation). Furthermore, the choice can be further subdivided, which 
affects the gas flowrate through the system: 



o Carrier: Coolant is in direct contact with the breeder material and thus has a higher 
requirement for detritiation. 

o Non-carrier: Coolant is not in direct contact with the breeder material and thus 
requires detritiation based on an estimated quantity that has permeated (see 3.4.3 
Blanket Detritiation for additional power requirement). 

• Molten Salts Coolant: Choice of either FLiBe or LiPb. The technology modelled is that of a 
helium bubble tower, with the tritium removed using a getter bed (see 3.4.3 Blanket 
Detritiation). 

The amount of tritium bred is estimated from the tritium breeding ratio (TBR), tritium burn rate, and 
tritium injection rate into the plasma (for a given power output). 

Some of tritium this will then permeate into the non-carrier coolants (i.e. water and gas non-carriers) 
which is roughly estimated using the correlation proposed by le Claire et. al. [8] and assuming a surface 
area for the blanket and coolant which scales on the thermal duty. 

The flowrate of coolant through the detritiation processes is then found based off an allowable limit 
on activity in the coolant, which by default has been set using CANDU water reactor limits [9] and 
converting based on molecular weight of the appropriate coolant selected. 

The detritiation technologies and thus the power requirements for each coolant are described in other 
sections, with the except on the molten coolants. This estimates the helium flowrate requirement, 
scaling off a method employed by Fukada et. al. [10] for FLiBe breeder. The helium is then detritiated 
using a getter as described in 3.4.3 Blanket Detritiation, with heating and compression calculations. 

3.4.2 Air Detritiation 
Uses a catalytic recombination and drier technology as default to estimate the power associated with 
detritiation of the tokamak hall. The size of the hall and therefore volume of air passing through the 
system scales based off the thermal power and estimates of the tokamak hall volume. The power 
associated with this system is driven by: 

• Compression of HVAC air prior to the recombiner reaction 
• Heating of the HVAC air prior to the recombiner reaction at 200 °C [11] 
• Heating of the regeneration gas (air) for adsorber bed regeneration 
• Compression of the regeneration gas (air) for adsorber regeneration 

The outstanding parameter left to find is the regeneration gas flowrate, which will then determine the 
heating and compression requirements. As an overview, this is found by first estimating the bed 
volume using the gas hourly space velocity (GHSV), which by default is set to 6000 hr-1 as per ITER 
estimates [11]. Using the known HVAC air volume flowrate, the bed size can be found and will scale 
based off this value. This is a conservative estimate, assuming all the air will be routed through the 
system to ensure no tritium is present. 

Inputting the conditions of the HVAC air, psychrometric correlations can be used to quantify the 
amount of water in the air, which will be removed by the adsorbent material, regardless of tritiation. 

Then by selecting the adsorbent properties (by default these are based off Sigma Aldrich Molecular 
Sieve 3A [12]), operating conditions (25 and 300 °C for normal and regeneration respectively), and 
regeneration time, the air flowrate requirement for regeneration can be found. 



3.4.3 Blanket Detritiation 
This section considers the event of a solid breeder, non-carrier coolant being chosen, which requires 
a separate stream for tritium extraction. This is assumed to be a helium purge utilising a getter bed 
material, for which the power requirements arrive from compression and heating of the helium purge 
and the regeneration of the getter and regeneration gas; which is similar to the catalytic 
recombination and drier set-up described in 3.4.1 Coolant Detritiation. 

In this instance, however, the getter bed temperatures are higher (300 and 600 °C for operation and 
regeneration respectively), with a hydrogen saturation (0.02 wt/wt%) and lower heat capacity (0.4 
kJ/(kg K)). The default values are based off ST-707 getter material. [13] 

The final difference is the amount of tritium in the helium purge is purely the amount being bred with 
no permeation allowance. 

3.4.4 Water Detritiation 
Modelled on a Combined Electrolysis and Catalytic Exchange (CECE) technology, whereby the power 
users are water heating, electrolysis, and hydrogen gas compression. The electrolysis requirement has 
been set as a constant of 26895 kJ/kgWater [14], but the water heating requirement must account for 
the latent heat, as well as the sensible heat, as the water is being vaporised. 

Further parameters are required as the water is flowing through a column in order to detritiate the 
water. This requires setting a number of parameters such as the reflux ratio and vapour fraction, which 
are best described by Boniface et. al. [15] 

The water flowrate into the unit scales linearly on the thermal power, assuming an amount is 
produced by the fuel cycle and from the various catalytic recombination and drier units as discussed 
previously. 

3.5 Vacuum Pumping 
Vacuum pumping requires selecting either a cryogenic or turbomolecular pump, with a series of 
roughing pumps further downstream. The flowrate through the pumps and out of the reactor is scaled 
on the thermal power and matter injection. 

Turbomolecular pumping power is found quite simply by taking a given power, speed and throughput 
for a single pump and scaling based off a given flowrate. The same is then applied for the roughing 
pumps and summed to give a total duty for the turbomolecular pump system. 

The cryogenic pump has 2 loads: cryogen and backing pumps. The cryogen requirement is found by 
estimating the heat of fusion, vaporisation and change in specific heat of the hydrogen isotopes (other 
impurities have been ignored to simplify the calculation). The quantity of these entering is an input 
from the matter injection and burn rate, scaled for a given thermal power. The cryogen usage is then 
converted to an electrical power as described in 3.6 Cryogenic. The backing pump power is found using 
the same approach as for a turbopump, using known power requirements and scaling appropriately. 

3.6 Cryogenic Plant 
For the cryoplant, 7 main potential loads have been identified: Toroidal Field (TF) Coils, Poloidal Field 
(PF) Coils, Current Leads, Fuel Matter Injection (FMI), Cryo-distillation (CD) and Cryopumps (if 
appropriate). All models except FMI and CD have been described elsewhere in this paper, but they all 
calculate either a cryogenic (cooling) power or a cryogen flowrate requirement, which is converted to 
an electrical load as described below. 



Similar to the Detritiation models, a contingency factor is applied to the power output to allow for the 
uncertainties and over-simplification of the models. This can be set by the user. 

3.6.1 Converting Cryogenic to an Electrical Load 
The cryogenic power is converted to an electrical load using a figure of merit (FOM) assigned to the 
cryogen temperature ranges that are used in STEP, taking the cryogen temperature as an input and 
assigning the relevant FOM to it. The temperature is also used to calculate a Carnot efficiency based 
off a reference temperature (default is room temperature at 298 K) and multiplying together to give 
an equivalent electrical load. 

Cryogenic flow is converted to an electrical load by finding the enthalpy change of the cryogen from 
reference to the cryogenic temperature and multiplying by the flowrate and the FOM as described 
above. 

3.6.2 Fuel Matter Injection 
This model is very simply scaled based off JET data requirements for cryogenic flowrate, which is then 
scaled on the reactor power output. Alternatively, it can be input as a fixed value by the user if known. 
The cryogenic flowrate is then fed into the conversion calculation as described above (3.6.1 Converting 
Cryogenic to an Electrical Load). 

3.6.3 Cryo-distillation 
Inspiration for this has been sought by looking at the ITER isotope separation system (ISS) modelling 
approach as described by Noh et. al. [16] As the modelling of distillation is a very complex and involved 
process, the reflux ratios have been fixed based on the paper and the top product flowrates scale 
based on the reactor thermal output and matter injection. Using the latent and sensible heats for the 
hydrogen isotopes, the cryogenic requirement is estimated and then converted to an electrical load 
using the function described above (3.6.1 Converting Cryogenic to an Electrical Load). 

3.7 Waste Heat 
The aim of this model is to capture a value for the overall low grade waste heat produced by the 
tokamak systems and calculate the added parasitic load of a waste heat rejection system. The model 
captures the waste heat figures from the major plant items and separates them into either being 
cooled by water or by the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system. In general, water- 
cooling is less energy intensive than HVAC cooling [17]. Which of the two methods is used depends on 
which part of the plant the waste heat is coming from, and whether it is possible to water-cool it. For 
example, the electrical generator can be water-cooled, whereas it would not be practical to water- 
cool heat loss from a pipe. Some components must be HVAC-cooled because of the tritium 
contamination challenges involved and the need for detritiation (removal of tritium from a volume of 
material). The model also scales the waste heat loads linearly with the thermal output from the reactor 
changes. 

The added parasitic load for the water-cooling system is calculated as follows: 
• Use the water-cooled waste heat value to calculate the mass flow rate of cooling water 

needed using the specific heat equation [18]. 
• Length/elevation/fitting constant figures were estimated once and then used to calculate the 

pumping power. 
• Finally, a scalable cooling tower load is added to the total extra parasitic load assuming an 

‘induced draft’ system [19]. 



The HVAC loads in the model are cooled using a chiller rather than solely a flow of air. This is because 
in most of the tokamak contamination zones, an air detritiation is needed to stop tritium being 
released into the atmosphere. This approach will result in a more conservative value. The chiller power 
consumption is estimated using a scalable rule of thumb based on the amount of waste heat – every 
megawatt of waste heat results in 0.3 MW chiller power consumption (found using previous expertise 
based on JET). The chilled water pumping power is calculated using the same method shown above 
for the cooling water pumping power. 

The overall added parasitic load of the waste heat rejection system is the sum of the pumping power 
required for water-cooled components, the cooling tower load, the HVAC chiller power consumption 
and the HVAC chilled water pumping power. 

 

4 Methods of Validation 
It is not possible to validate the power balance model as a whole, because there is no machine in 
existence that contains all systems required. Hence, each model is validated on its own – against 
limited experimental/simulation data or via first principles. 

4.1 Magnets 
The validation of the magnet systems is aimed at verifying that an RL circuit can accurately capture 
the losses, i.e., if there isn’t any loss contributor that hasn’t been identified. Current and voltage 
waveforms for one coil were taken from one pulse in the Joint European Torus (JET) alongside the 
coil’s resistance and inductance. The current waveform was applied to the magnet model in 
OpenModelica and yielded the same voltage, thus power, within 6% of the JET data. Hence, an RL- 
circuit is sufficient. Note that only the coil itself has been validated – no validation has been made for 
the power loss inside the feeders, joints and power supply because their representation as circuit 
elements is self-evident from first principles. 

4.2 Heating and Current Drive 
The validation of the HCD system is aimed at accurately estimating the overall electrical efficiency of 
the system and the thermal power reaching the plasma. The empirical and mathematical models of 
the HCD system were first developed, breaking down the system into sub-models to estimate their 
efficiencies. These were then validated using real experimental data from JET (NINI model) or results 
published in journal papers [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. 

4.3 Power Generation 
As described above, the model is based off a polynomial curve that was generated by modelling 
various power cycle arrangements. These were generated from first principles and represent the best 
guess arrangements at the time of creation. As such the validation is performed simply by ensuring 
the background calculations were implemented correctly and the assumptions made are reasonable. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that process simulation packages (e.g. Aspen HYSYS) has been used 
to generate more accurate power outputs and validate the original calculations made. In order 
simplify the PBM, the decision to stick with the original equations was made. 

4.4 Detritiation 
Similar to the Power Generation section, calculations are based off first principles and input data taken 
from sources were possible. For example, reaction conditions are broadly known, and vessel scaling 
can be made using GHSV from known operating units or designs for ITER. This in itself acts as the 
validation and is kept customisable to the user as better/different information is made available. 



Furthermore, a contingency factor is set to allow for the broad range of uncertainty in the modelling 
and captures the confidence that is had in the calculations. 

4.5 Vacuum Pumping 
Again, validation is performed on first principles calculation basis and using known power values for 
pumps and scaling. Input was sought internally from vacuum pumping experts and verified (where 
possible) against more detailed modelling. 

4.6 Cryogenics 
First principal calculations and figure-of-merit application is the easiest conversion to make for 
electrical conversion, with the values for each cryogenic temperature being set by the internal 
cryogenics expert. Again, it is verified against real units or designs such as ITER were possible. 

4.7 Waste Heat 
Firstly, the overall amount of low-grade waste heat was checked against values for similar balance of 
plant systems and individual components to ensure a realistic result. Two of the main contributors to 
the overall waste heat were the cryogenic plant and the heating and current drive system. The figures 
for both were based on a combination of scaling from ITER and the work previously done by the STEP 
programme in these areas. Models for mass flow rate and pumping power are based on standardised 
calculations and the inputs and assumptions were sanity checked. 

 

5 Conclusions 
This paper presents a power balance model (PBM) used in the early design of the Spherical Tokamak 
for Energy Production (STEP). Each sub-model’s modelling and validation methodology and underlying 
principles are discussed without going in detail. 

The power balance model is far from complete. It is hoped that with the eventual operation of STEP, 
it can be corrected, expanded and validated against a real-world machine. Of most interest is the 
model of power generation and any non-negligible but missed sources of power consumption. The 
authors hope to engage the wider fusion community in the development and maintenance of the 
PBM. Any interested party may benefit from the established API – thus skipping the need to develop 
from scratch – and to contribute to it for the betterment of fusion design. 

The software is open sourced under a GNU LGPL 2.1 license and can be found with a DOI: 
10.5281/zenodo.6341685, and the code itself can be found on the following web address: 

https://github.com/ukaea/powerbalance 
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